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Abstract—Underwater mobile sensor networks have recently been proposed as a way to explore and observe the ocean,
providing 4D (space and time) monitoring of underwater environments. We consider a specialized geographic routing problem
called pressure routing that directs a packet to any sonobuoy on the surface based on depth information available from on-board
pressure gauges. The main challenge of pressure routing in sparse underwater networks has been the efficient handling of 3D
voids. In this respect, it was recently proven that the greedy stateless perimeter routing method, very popular in 2D networks,
cannot be extended to void recovery in 3D networks. Available heuristics for 3D void recovery require expensive flooding. In this
paper, we propose a Void Aware Pressure Routing (VAPR) protocol that uses sequence number, hop count and depth information
embedded in periodic beacons to set up next-hop direction and to build a directional trail to the closest sonobuoy. Using this trail,
opportunistic directional forwarding can be efficiently performed even in the presence of voids. The contribution of this paper is
two-fold: (1) a robust soft-state routing protocol that supports opportunistic directional forwarding; and (2) a new framework to
attain loop freedom in static and mobile underwater networks to guarantee packet delivery. Extensive simulation results show
that VAPR outperforms existing solutions.
Index Terms—Pressure routing, Anycast, Opportunistic routing.
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I NTRODUCTION

Underwater acoustic sensor networks have lately been
suggested as a potent means of supporting aquatic applications ranging from environmental monitoring to intrusion
detection [1], [2], [3]. A large number of mobile sensor
nodes are deployed in the region of interest to form an adhoc network (called SEA Swarm) for short-term acoustic
exploration. For instance, mobile sensors can track the
dispersion in space and time of oil spill plumes escaping
from a broken oil pipe (e.g., Deepwater Horizon oil spill).
In a SEA Swarm, each node is equipped with a variety of
sensors and a low bandwidth acoustic modem. Moreover,
each node has a fish-bladder like apparatus and a pressure
gauge, and its depth can be configured when deployed
(e.g., Drogues [4]). A swarm of sensor nodes is escorted
by sonobuoys on the sea surface, where sonobuoys are
equipped with both acoustic and radio modems (Wi-Fi or
satellite communications) and GPS. Each sensor node in the
swarm reports relevant data to any one of the sonobuoys
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Fig. 1. Conventional pressure routing in SEA Swarm
with acoustic multi-hop routing (called anycast routing);
the data can then be offloaded to a monitoring center via
radio communications for further off-line processing. In a
GPS-denied underwater environment, the need for global,
distributed localization for sensor data geo-tagging is relaxed via off-line, approximate localization at a monitoring
center that uses local distance measurements or distance
estimates from sonobuoys (collected along with sensor
data) [5], [6].
Our goal in this paper is to design an efficient anycast routing protocol for underwater data collection that
addresses several challenges unique to underwater communications. Most notably, the underwater acoustic channel is
severely constrained by long propagation latency and low
bandwidth (usually less than 100Kbps) [7], and is prone to
packet losses and collisions in a congested network. Energy
efficiency is a critical factor as well, given that acoustic
transmissions consume far more energy than terrestrial
radio communications (reception to transmission power
ratio of 1:125 [8]).
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One may modify existing terrestrial routing protocols in
mobile underwater networks (e.g., OLSR [9], DSDV [10],
AODV [11], DSR [12]) to support anycast routing by
assigning a single virtual node ID to all sonobuoys [13].
However, the major shortcomings of this approach are twofold at least: (1) these protocols require frequent systematic
flooding and route maintenance with neighboring nodes,
which are very expensive operations under water, and (2)
it is challenging to incorporate opportunistic forwarding
mechanisms (e.g., ExOR [14], LCOR [15]) into the stateful routing protocols due to node mobility [16]—under
unreliable acoustic channels, opportunistic forwarding can
combat packet losses by taking advantage of simultaneous
packet reception among one node’s neighbors.
Therefore, recent research in underwater networks has
been directed to position-based or geographic routing because it does not require any link state exchanges or route
maintenances (i.e., stateless and localized). Another key
advantage of geographic routing is that it enables localized geo-opportunistic forwarding; i.e., a subset of nodes
that have correctly received the packet can collaboratively
schedule a packet transmission to maximize its progress
toward the destination [17], [16]. Note that our geographic
routing problem is specialized in that it is anycast to any
buoy on the surface. Thus, it suffices to route a packet upwards to shallower depths. Given that the onboard hydraulic
pressure gauge can accurately estimate depth (avg. error
< 1m [18]), we can use depth information for geographic
anycast routing (called pressure routing) [19], [16].
Despite its benefits, simple greedy pressure routing often
fails in sparse underwater networks due to the presence
of 3D voids—packets must be routed around such routing
holes. As depicted in Fig. 1, a data packet originating
from node c may eventually be routed to a local maximum
node g when greedily forwarded based on depth (via path
P1). Node g cannot make any progress toward the surface
because it does not have any neighboring node with depth
shallower than its own. Node g must thus perform a route
recovery process to get around the void via path P2. For
3D networks, however, it has been proven that there is
no efficient memoryless routing algorithm that delivers
messages deterministically in 2D face routing [20], which
is also true for pressure routing. Researchers therefore
have proposed several heuristic recovery methods such as
random walks [21] and 2D void surface flooding [16].
There are at least two major drawbacks of such heuristic
recovery methods: (1) the fallback mechanism must discover and maintain recovery paths, which are expensive in
mobile networks, even more so in an underwater environment; and (2) some of the nodes around a void area will
eventually route packets to local maxima (called trapped
nodes, e.g., node i and h in Fig. 1), and any nodes located
beneath the trapped nodes can potentially suffer from route
hop stretch because local greedy forwarding may lead packets to local maxima and then invoke fallback mechanisms.
In Fig. 1, node c’s packet is greedily forwarded to the local
maxima via path P 1 and then is re-routed via path P 2 (total
7 hops), whereas this packet can be directly delivered via

path P 3 (total 3 hops). Note that these problems will be
more pronounced when the number of sonobuoys is sparse
or when node density is low (both cases incur more voids
in the network).
This serious shortcoming of pressure routing is inherently
due to the nodes’ blindness to the network topology, as
they make localized routing decisions. In terrestrial stateful
routing (e.g., DSDV, OLSR), each node has a global view
of the network topology, with which packets can always be
efficiently routed via shortest paths, at the cost of energyhungry route discovery and maintenance mechanisms. This
observation suggests that there is a trade-off between routing efficiency and route maintenance cost. In this paper, we
improve pressure routing by providing nodes with a partial
view of the network topology such that greedy pressure
routing is guided by soft-state breadcrumbs (i.e., up/down
directions) from the sonobuoys; this method completely
obviates the need of handling voids with heuristic methods.
This soft-state breadcrumb approach, which exploits
periodic beaconing to build directional trails toward the
surface, is much more efficient and robust than conventional underwater pressure routing protocols in that nodes
maintain an enhanced view of network topology without incurring the extra cost of energy-hungry route discovery and
maintenance mechanisms; nodes utilize geo-opportunistic
forwarding along the directional trails. In this paper, we
make the following contributions:
•

•

We propose the Void Aware Pressure Routing (VAPR)
protocol that uses surface reachability information
to set up each node’s next-hop direction toward the
surface through which local opportunistic directional
forwarding can always be used for data packet delivery
even in the presence of voids. VAPR takes advantage
of geo-opportunistic forwarding and is very robust to
network dynamics such as node mobility and failure. VAPR neither requires additional recovery path
maintenance nor incurs any hop stretch caused by the
recovery fallbacks in existing solutions [21], [16].
We provide a new framework of attaining loop freedom using our soft-state breadcrumb approach in
mobile networks. Also, we perform extensive simulations and verify that VAPR’s enhanced beacon based
directional forwarding outperforms existing pressure
routing protocols (e.g., DBR [19] and HydroCast [16])
and a simple hop-based greedy routing protocol under
the scenarios considered.

This paper significantly enhances our preliminary
work [22] in that we include (1) a thorough review of
underwater pressure routing protocols and route recovery
techniques (Section 2), (2) an enhanced protocol design and
elaborate description of the proposed protocol (Section 4),
(3) a detailed discussion on the loop-free property (Section
4.3), and (4) extensive simulation results of the proposed
protocol, incorporating the Meandering Current Mobility
model under various system parameter configurations (Section 5.2). The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we review the related work in the field. In Section

3

3, we provide a brief overview of VAPR. In Section 4, we
provide a detailed description of VAPR. In Section 5, we
validate the performance of VAPR by comparing it with
existing approaches. In Section 7, we conclude the paper
and discuss future work.
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Underwater Routing Protocols: Pompili et al. [23] proposed two routing protocols for delay-sensitive and delayinsensitive applications in a 3D underwater environment.
The delay-sensitive routing protocol is based on virtual
circuit routing. Primary and backup multi-hop node-disjoint
data paths are calculated by a centralized controller to
achieve an optimal delay. The delay-insensitive routing
protocol is a distributed geographic solution aimed at minimizing the energy consumption via back-to-back packet
transmissions and cumulative acknowledgments. VectorBased Forwarding (VBF) [24], [25] prescribes that packets
be forwarded to the nodes that are located within a route of
the given width between the source and the destination. This
relay selection algorithm saves energy consumption by reducing the number of packet relays. Note that there are also
geographic routing protocols that exploit the opportunistic
forwarding features in underwater environments [26], [19],
[16], which will be detailed later. Vieira et al. [27] proposed
Phero-Trail routing that efficiently delivers packets to a mobile sink by following a pheromone trail of the sink. Besides
unicast routing and converge-cast routing, broadcasting is
also required by some underwater sensor applications (e.g.,
reprogramming sensor nodes). Casari et al. [28] proposed
several reliable broadcasting protocols that leverage the
ability to use small bands to transmit an alert packet for
a long distance. After sending alert signals, nodes reduce
the transmission range and select only certain neighboring
nodes in order to repeat broadcast, thereby lowering the
total number of transmissions required. Similar ideas can
be found in other related work [29], [30]. Readers can find
more detailed survey of recent underwater routing protocols
in the survey papers [31], [32].
Opportunistic Routing: Most opportunistic routing protocols (also called anypath routing) such as ExOR [14],
Least Cost Opportunistic Routing (LCOR) [15], which do
not use geographic information, require global topology
and link quality information (like link state routing) to find
a set of forwarding groups toward the destination; thus,
they are more suitable for static wireless mesh or sensor
networks. In practice, geographic routing can also benefit
from opportunistic forwarding, as in Geographic Random
Forwarding (GeRaF) [17], Contention Based Forwarding
(CBF) [33], and Focused Beam Routing (FBR) [26], though
these methods are not optimal due to lack of global knowledge. In the literature, researchers have typically used a
geometric shape (e.g., a triangle/cone [33], [26]) that is
faced toward the destination for forwarding set selection to
prevent hidden terminal problems.
Pressure Routing: Yan et al. proposed a greedy anycast
routing solution called Depth Based Routing (DBR) [19].

They suggested that packet forwarding decisions be made
locally based on the pressure (or depth) level measured at
each node. Packets would then be geographically forwarded
to nodes with shallower depth in a greedy fashion toward
the water surface. This hydraulic pressure based anycast
routing protocol benefits from being stateless and does not
require expensive distributed localization [34], [35]. DBR
exploits the simultaneous packet reception induced by the
broadcast nature of the wireless medium and performs opportunistic greedy forwarding via a subset of the neighbors
that have received the packet correctly. However, DBR
lacks an efficient forwarding set selection method and a
recovery method from local maxima. Lee et al. proposed
HydroCast [16] to remedy these problems. HydroCast improves the efficiency of the forwarding set selection method
by choosing a set that maximizes greedy progress yet
limits co-channel interference. Additionally, HydroCast has
a route recovery scheme that uses a hop limited ring search
over the 2D surface of a convex hull around the void area to
discover a recovery path. Like these protocols, our protocol
relies on opportunistic greedy forwarding with a forwarding
set selection algorithm borrowed from HydroCast.
Recovery Mechanisms: The techniques for routing
around the local maxima can be classified into two
categories: stateless (memoryless) and stateful. Recently,
Durocher et al. [20] proved that stateless recovery in 3D
networks is infeasible unless it is as naı̈ve as random
walks [21]. There was an attempt to project a 3D network
onto a 2D plane [36], but it was shown that face routing on
the projected 2D plane cannot guarantee packet delivery.
Liu et al. proposed a partial unit Delaunay triangulation
(PUDT) algorithm to construct hulls that partition the 3D
network into subspaces so that recovery can be simply done
by exploring the subspace. Zeng et al. [37] proposed to embed the 3D network into a hyperbolic space using a discrete
hyperbolic Ricci flow. Nodes are mapped to virtual coordinates in the hyperbolic space, which intrinsically have
paths to avoid holes—greedy forwarding is always possible
in hyperbolic space. However, in mobile underwater sensor
networks, this mapping must be periodically refreshed (due
to mobility), thus leading to de facto flooding. Thus the cost
is comparable to that of flooding heuristics.
Several stateful approaches have been suggested mainly
for 2D networks, but they are generally extensible also to
3D networks [38], [39], [40], [41], [37]. He et al. proposed SPEED, which reactively uses backpressure-based
backtracking to inform upstream nodes to prune paths that
reach a local maximum [38]. In [39], [42], a spanning tree
was used in which each node has an associated convex hull
that contains within it the locations of all its descendant
nodes in the tree. Liu et al. [40] proposed using a virtual
coordinate system to route packets, in which a packet
can be backtracked toward one of the anchor nodes in
the event that recovery is needed. Geo-LANMAR [41]
inherits the group motion support of Landmark Routing
(LANMAR) to identify landmark nodes (cluster-heads) and
maintains routes to such landmarks using a combination of
georouting and directional forwarding. A periodic beacon
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Fig. 2. Terminology
propagates, from which the geo-distance, hop distance and
cluster membership are derived by each landmark, thus
functioning as a kind of a distributed DNS. Each node
extracts from the beacon the direction to the landmark
along the beacon traced shortest path. When georouting gets
stuck, the beacon-guided direction is used (as in directional
forwarding) to recover from voids. The direction to a
landmark is used because next-hops change too rapidly in
a mobile environment, whereas the direction changes occur
less frequently.
Key Differences: VAPR is also stateful and resembles
Geo-LANMAR in that sonobuoys propagate surface reachability information (via enhanced beaconing) for each underwater node to setup its next-hop direction toward the
surface. The key difference between VAPR and previous
schemes are three-fold: (1) VAPR always uses local greedy
directional forwarding for data delivery on the basis of the
direction cues (it does not wait until it gets stuck in a local
maximum like Geo-LANMAR does); (2) VAPR neither
requires recovery path maintenance nor incurs any hop
stretch caused by the recovery fallbacks when compared
to existing solutions [21], [16] and; (3) VAPR requires a
small soft-state, i.e., next-hop direction and hop distance
information at each node (as readily available from the
Beacon) and is robust to network dynamics such as node
mobility, failures and possible sleep/wake up cycles.
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VAPR OVERVIEW

VAPR is composed of two major components, namely
enhanced beaconing and opportunistic directional data
forwarding. In the former, sonobuoys propagate their reachability information to sensor nodes via enhanced periodic
beaconing.1 In enhanced beaconing, each node’s beacon is
augmented with additional information, namely the sender’s
depth, hop count to a sonobuoy, sequence number, and
its current data forwarding direction (toward the surface).
When receiving the augmented beacons from predecessors,
each node updates its variables, namely minimal hop to the
surface, sequence number, data forwarding direction, and
next-hop data forwarding direction (i.e., predecessor’s data
forwarding direction).
1. Recall that periodic beaconing is an essential part of the architecture
for underwater localization. It comes at zero incremental cost, and it is up
to the specific routing scheme to exploit it or not.

In the beginning, every sonobuoy on the surface initializes these variables and starts beaconing. After receiving a
beacon message, a node can tell whether it has received
the message from deeper or shallower depth, and each
node sets its data forwarding direction toward the surface.
The direction is set as up when a beacon is received
from a shallower depth node; otherwise, it is set as down.
When multiple direction cues from different sonobuoys are
received, the direction cue with the minimal hop count is
chosen. Also, a node’s next-hop data forwarding direction
is set based on the beacon sender’s data forwarding direction. For instance, in Fig. 1, since node d/e receives
a beacon message from a shallower depth node, it sets
its data forwarding direction and next-hop data forwarding
direction as up-up, respectively. In contrast, when node i
receives a beacon message from a deeper depth node (i.e.,
node d), it sets its data forwarding direction and nexthop data forwarding direction as down-up, respectively.
After updating its local states, each node prepares a beacon
message to broadcast by incrementing the hop count and
setting its current depth, data forwarding direction, and
sequence number. This beaconing process will repeat, and
thus, nodes essentially build directional trails toward their
closest sonobuoys on the surface. Note that a direction
change is caused by voids; e.g., in Fig. 1, path P 3 has
only a single direction (up), whereas path P 2 experiences
a direction change due to the void (down and up).
Given this, VAPR performs local opportunistic directional forwarding to deliver data according to the directional trails. The forwarding decision is solely made based
on the local state variables, namely the data forwarding
direction and next-hop data forwarding direction—hopcount information is never used for routing to exploit
opportunistic packet receptions. Two cases are possible: (1)
if there is no void, packets can always be greedily routed
via the upward direction, and we can solely rely on the
data forwarding directions for routing; and (2) if there are
voids, there will be direction changes, and the next-hop forwarding direction is jointly used with the data forwarding
∨
direction to guide the routing direction. Consider the shape topology in Fig. 1 and assume that the states of nodes
g, i, d, e are down-down, down-up, up-down, and up-up,
respectively. A data packet that originated from node g can
be greedily routed downwards to node i. This node realizes
that there is a direction change in the next hop (as its status
is down-up), and for packet forwarding it only considers
the neighboring nodes whose depth levels are deeper and
whose data forwarding directions are upward (i.e., node d),
ensuring that a change of the routing direction is correctly
made.
The following terminology is used throughout the paper
(see Fig. 2). A local maximum node is a node whose depth
level is shallower than that of all its neighboring nodes
but deeper than that of the sonobuoys; local greedy upward
forwarding cannot make any progress toward the surface. A
trapped node is a node in which greedy forwarding eventually leads to a local maximum node. A local maximum node
is also by definition a trapped node. As shown in the figure,
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trapped nodes are usually found beneath the concave area
of voids. The area in which trapped nodes reside is called
the trap area. The rest of the nodes (that are not trapped
nodes) are called regular nodes.
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VAPR

DETAILS

TABLE 1
Terminology
Terms

Definitions

V
S
π(node)
DF dir
N DF dir
hop count
seq num

Set of nodes
Set of sonobuoys, where S ⊂ V
Water pressure measured at node
∈ {null, down, up}
∈ {null, down, up}
∈ [0, ∞]
Sequence number used for periodic beaconing

Algorithm 1 Routing initialization
1: procedure Initialize(node)
2: if node ∈ S then
3:
DF dir(node) ← up
4:
hop count(node) ← 0
5:
seq num(node) ← 0
6: else
7:
π(node) ← pressure measured at node
8:
DF dir(node) ← null
9:
N DF dir(node) ← null
10:
hop count(node) ← ∞
11:
seq num(node) ← null
12: end if
13: end procedure

will see, the sequence number and hop count allow nodes
to handle potential direction loops or oscillations caused
by nodal mobility and randomness of periodic beaconing,
which will be further discussed in Section 4.3. Also, each
node maintains minimal information about its one-hop
neighbors; i.e., for each neighbor n, we keep nodeID (n),
π(n), DF dir(n). Every neighbor entry will be refreshed
whenever a beacon message is received from that node.
If the timer of an entry expires, the expired entry can be
deleted from the current node’s storage, thereby removing
the node from its neighboring node set.
Algorithm 1 is used to initialize each nodes’ internal
states (see Table 1 for the terminology used in the pseudo
codes in this paper). Initially, each node in the network
begins as an isolated local maximum node (i.e., indicated
by hop count(node) equaling ∞, which we explain later),
with the exception of sonobuoys on the sea surface (as they
are the destinations). Naturally, each node in the connected
component with at least one sonobuoy will have its status
changed to a non-local maximum node.
Algorithm 2 Enhanced beaconing
1: procedure BroadcastPeriodicBeacon(node)
m: a new beacon message
2: if beacon timeout expired then
3:
m.π ← π(node)
4:
m.DF dir ← DF dir(node)
5:
m.hop count ← hop count(node)
6:
Broadcast m
7:
Set a new timeout
8: end if
9: end procedure
10:
11:
12:

4.1

Enhanced beaconing

In VAPR, each sonobuoy propagates surface reachability
information to underwater nodes to give nodes an enhanced
view of the network. We modify periodic beaconing of pressure routing (originally designed to exchange hello messages amongst neighbors) by embedding the sender’s depth,
hop count, data forwarding direction, and sequence number
in a beacon message. Given this information, each node
i keeps its local status of nodeID (i), π(i), DF dir(i),
N DF dir(i), and a tuple of hop count(i) and seq num,
where nodeID (i) is node i’s ID, π(i) is i’s depth from
the sea surface (or pressure level), DF dir(i) is i’s data
forwarding direction toward a sonobuoy, N DF dir(i) is
the next-hop data forwarding direction (i.e., data forwarding
direction of i’s predecessor), hop count(i) is the number
of hops from i to the sonobuoy, and seq num is the
sequence number used for periodic beaconing. Here, we
assume that sonobuoys on the surface are equipped with
GPS, through which their clocks are synchronized, and that
they use the same sequence number for periodic beaconing.
The sequence number will be incremented periodically;
e.g., with a fixed beacon interval of 30 seconds. As we

13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:

procedure ReceiveBeacon(node, m)
if m.seq num > seq num or
m.seq num = seq num &
m.hop count + 1 < hop count(node) then
N DF dir(node) ← m.DF dir
hop count(node) ← m.hop count + 1
if π(node) > m.π then
DF dir(node) ← up
else
DF dir(node) ← down
end if
end if
end procedure

Algorithm 2 is used to broadcast periodic beacons and
handle received beacons. In a beacon message, nodes embed their local states, namely current hop-count, sequence
number, depth, and data forwarding direction. To minimize
the chance of collisions and synchronization, nodes add
random jitters for periodic beaconing using timers when
they broadcast beacon messages; then, the nodes set up
a new timeout for the next beaconing. After receiving
a beacon message, each node checks the validation of
the received beacon by checking the sequence number
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Fig. 3. Enhanced beacon propagation
(increasing) and hop-count (smaller), and each node sets
its data forwarding direction and updates its next-hop data
forwarding direction. As illustrated earlier, the direction is
set as up if a beacon message is received from a shallower
depth node; otherwise, it is set as down. After the data
forwarding direction is set, a node’s next-hop data forwarding direction is also updated based on the data forwarding
direction of the beacon sender. Note that when multiple
direction cues from different sonobuoys are received, the
direction cue with minimal hop count is deterministically
chosen. Algorithm 2 summarizes this beaconing and node
state update process.
Fig. 3 shows an example to illustrate Algorithm 1 and 2.
The sonobuoy initializes a beacon message after the beacon
timer has expired and then broadcasts the beacon message
with the sequence number (= 0), depth (= 0), data
forwarding direction (=up), and hop count (= 0). Node
a receives the beacon and finds that it is a new beacon
with a higher sequence number and sets its status (e.g.,
seq num = 0 with incremented hop count(a) = 1).
By comparing the depth, node a sets DF dir(a) as up,
and N DF dir(a) (i.e., the sonobuoy’s data forwarding
direction) as up. Node a will broadcast an updated beacon,
and node b will perform a similar procedure, which will be
continued. Later, node x receives a beacon message from
node b; it then updates DF dir(x) as down based on the
depth difference and N DF dir(x) as DF dir(b) = up.
Node x will broadcast an updated beacon message. After
these changes are announced via a beacon message, node y
receives the beacon message and will maintain DF dir(y)
and N DF dir(y) as down-down. On the basis of this
beacon propagation and update process, nodes will set up
a set of directional trails toward any one of the sonobuoys.
When multiple direction cues from different sonobuoys
are received, direction flapping may occur. VAPR uses the
sequence number and hop count to prevent such flapping.
Whenever a node receives a beacon message with a higher
sequence number than its current sequence number, the
node simply updates its status based on the received beacon.
However, if a node receives a beacon message with the
same sequence number, we compare the hop counts, and
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Fig. 4. Beacon receptions in both directions (node i)
the data forwarding direction is set toward the node that
has a smaller hop count. If a tie occurs, there are two
possible cases: a node’s current data forwarding direction
(i.e., DF dir) is identical or different (beacons from both
shallower and deeper depth levels). The former case of the
identical direction can be safely ignored as there will be
no impact on the direction setting. For the latter case, we
must deterministically use a preferred direction to prevent
route flapping; in our scenario, the upward direction is
used by default. In Algorithm 2, we omit the details about
tie-break in the procedure of R ECEIVE B EACON for the
sake of brevity. In Fig. 4, for instance, node i receives
beacon messages from both directions (from h and j).
Node i chooses the forwarding direction toward the closer
sonobuoy (down in this case) by comparing the hop counts.
If both hop counts are the same (a tie), we deterministically
set the data forwarding direction as up. Note that hop counts
are only used for setting up the trails and are not considered
when routing data at all—during data forwarding, nodes
forward data based solely on the data forwarding and nexthop data forwarding directions, fully exploiting opportunistic directional forwarding, which will be explained in the
following section.
4.2 Opportunistic directional data forwarding
Directional data forwarding: In VAPR, nodes forward
data packets solely based on the data forwarding direction (DF dir) and next-hop data forwarding direction
(N DF dir). Recall that each node sets up the data forwarding direction (either up or down) that is the opposite
direction of the beacon reception direction. If this direction
is up, we use greedy upward forwarding; otherwise, we
use greedy downward forwarding. For instance, in greedy
upward/downward forwarding, a node basically forwards a
packet to the node whose depth is the shallowest/deepest
among its neighbors, respectively.
As the data packet is forwarded upward beneath the concave area of voids, a change of data forwarding direction is
inevitable. Data forwarding direction alone cannot provide
sufficient information to route packets to the destination. In
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routing performance under channel fading [17], [33], [26].2
The key design issue of geo-opportunistic forwarding is
the selection of a subset of neighbors that can make the
best progress for a given direction, yet without the hidden
terminal problem: i.e., when a higher priority node (based
on the distance) transmits a packet, other low priority nodes
should be able to suppress forwarding to prevent redundant
packet transmissions and collisions. Given that finding
an optimal set is computationally hard, several heuristics
were proposed in the past: a geometric shape (e.g., a
triangle/cone [33], [26], a depth based threshold (e.g.,
DBR [19]), or greedy clustering (e.g., HydroCast [16]).

G

Fig. 5. Directional data forwarding

conjunction, we use the next-hop data forwarding direction,
which was the predecessor’s data forwarding direction
during beacon propagation and now becomes the nexthop’s data forwarding direction. The forwarding node uses
the next-hop’s data forwarding direction as an additional
direction constraint to ensure that routing properly follows
the direction trails; i.e., among all neighboring nodes, we
only consider the neighboring nodes whose data forwarding directions are equal to the next-hop data forwarding
direction of the current node. As illustrated earlier, there
are only four possible cases of data forwarding and nexthop data forwarding direction setting: up-up, down-down,
down-up, and up-down. The direction changes happen in
the latter
∧ two cases: from up to down in the case of updown ( -shape
∨ topology), and from down to up in the case
of down-up ( -shape topology).
Consider an example scenario depicted
∨ in Fig. 5. In
particular, let us take a look at the -shape topology
formed by nodes a, b, and x. Here, node x is a trapped
node that eventually delivers packets to the local maximum
via greedy upward forwarding. DF dir and N DF dir of
nodes a and b are up-up, whereas those of node x are dn-up.
Let us say that there is a packet to send in node b. Node
b’s DF dir is up and will consider nodes whose depth
is shallower than that of node b, namely nodes a and x.
Since node x’s DF dir (down) does not match with that
of N DF dir (up), the trapped node x is filtered out, and
node a is only considered as a forwarding candidate for
local greedy “upward” forwarding.
Enhancement with geo-opportunistic forwarding: So far,
a packet is greedily forwarded to the node closest to the
destination, in hopes of minimizing the average hop count
to the surface. Due to channel fading, however, the farther
the transmission range, the higher the attenuation, and the
greater the likelihood of packet loss. In VAPR, we consider
simultaneous packet receptions by one’s neighbors and their
ability to opportunistically forward packets by scheduling
the set of nodes that have received the packet correctly,
which is widely used in geographic routing to improve

Algorithm 3 Opportunistic Directional Data Forwarding
Set Selection
1: procedure Directional FSS(node, data)
2: F = ϕ // start with empty set
3: // check all neighbors
4: for n ∈ neighbors(node) do
5:
// FSS for greedy downward forwarding
6:
if DF dir(node) = down
and π(node) ≥ n.π
and n.DF dir = data.N DF dir then
7:
F ←F ∪n
8:
end if
9:
// FSS for greedy upward forwarding
10:
if N DF dir(node) = up
and π(node) ≤ n.π
and n.DF dir = data.N DF dir then
11:
F ←F ∪n
12:
end if
13: end for
14: // Perform greedy clustering to find the best cluster
15: C = Clustering FSS(F, node, data)
16: Return C
17: end procedure
In VAPR, we use a simple greedy clustering approach
that is superior to the geometric shape or depth-based
approaches [16]. To this end, each node requires the knowledge of 2-hop connectivity and neighboring nodes’ pairwise
distances. Recall that for off-line localization we assume
that each node measures the pair-wise distance [6], and the
data are periodically reported to the surface. VAPR takes
advantage of such periodic reports to obtain 2-hop neighbor
information. We start with a node whose priority is highest
(i.e., furthest distance) along the data forwarding direction
and choose a group of nodes among its neighbors within the
distance < βR. Here, β is a constant (β < 1, β = 1/2 in
our design) and R is the acoustic communication range.
Then, if other neighbors are left, clustering proceeds to
the second highest priority from remaining neighbors and
2. Note that conventional opportunistic routing protocols (also called
anypath routing) such as ExOR [14], Least Cost Opportunistic Routing
(LCOR) [15] do not use geographic information, but require global
topology and link quality information (like link state routing) to find a set
of forwarding groups toward the destination; thus, they are more suitable
for static wireless mesh or sensor networks.
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so on, until no nodes are left. After this, each cluster is
expanded by including all the additional nodes such that
the distance between any two nodes in the cluster is smaller
than R. This condition guarantees that nodes in the set can
hear each other (i.e., no hidden terminals). We repeat this
for all other clusters in turn and find the cluster with the
highest expected packet advancement toward the selected
direction.
After forwarding the set selection, we need to include
the chosen forwarding set in the data packet. To reduce the
overhead, we use a Bloom filter, a space efficient membership checking data structure. The membership checking
is probabilistic and false positives are possible, but we
can bound the probability of false positives by properly
adjusting the filter size. In a practical scenario, the set size
will be smaller than 15 (in the hemisphere advance zone).
Fan et al. [43] showed that a filter size of 150 bits (19B)
to represent 15 items has a false positive rate smaller than
1%. We can also include sender’s depth, and max/min angle
information to filter out quite a few of neighboring nodes
that are not in the forwarding set. Furthermore, noting
that there could be many other packets that have to travel
through a certain node, and topology slowly changes over
time, we may only need to include the set information
in the data packet whenever there is a sufficient change.
Thus, the amortized overhead could be much smaller. Algorithm 3 provides a simplified opportunistic directional data
forwarding algorithm. The algorithm invokes a function
called, Clustering F SS(F, node, data) to select possible
forwarding nodes based on DF dir and N DF dir among
its one-hop neighbors and performs clustering to find the
best cluster and to return a subset of one-hop nodes that
can make the best progress without the hidden terminal
problem.
4.3

Discussion on the loop free property

For the completeness of the routing algorithm, loop freedom in static and mobile networks must be provided. Most
ad hoc routing protocols guarantee loop freedom based on
the following observation. Periodic routing request flooding
basically builds a reverse path tree toward the source.
Route replies will follow the reverse path along which
the hop count monotonically decreases. In fact, this simple
property ensures a strict ordering of feasible distances along
successor paths, and thus, loop freedom is guaranteed. For
instance, the RREQ tree is formed via the conventional
reverse-path flooding techniques of the Ad hoc On Demand
Distance Vector (AODV) routing protocol; similarly, the
Destination-Sequenced Distance Vector (DSDV) routing
protocol periodically performs network-wide flooding with
new sequence numbers to update the routing tables. This
strict ordering of feasible distances for a given destination
is attained by ensuring the Numbered Distance Condition
(NDC), as follows [44], [45].
Definition 1. (Numbered Distance Condition) Node A
may accept a route advertisement from neighbor B from
destination D and update its routing table independently

of other nodes if A has no information about destination
D or if either one of the following two conditions is
B
A
satisfied: seq numA
D < seq numD or seq numD =
B
A
B
seq numD and hop countD > hop countD . Here,
seq numA
D denotes the sequence number to destination D
sent from node A and hop countA
D denotes the hop count
to destination D sent from node A.
Loop-free property of VAPR: While existing routing
protocols ensure the NDC property using network wide
“instant” flooding, we want to show that the enhanced
periodic beaconing in VAPR ensures the NDC property and
guarantees the loop-free property. If a network is static, the
formal proof is quite straightforward.
We can basically use proof-by-contradiction. For the sake
of simplicity, the hop count is used to show the progress
to the surface, by assuming that an instance of greedy
forwarding has the same effect of decrementing a hop count
by one. The proof can also be easily extended to consider
the physical distance. During route trail construction, a
beacon that carries path information from one of the
sonobuoys reaches each node in a connected network. The
hop distance monotonically increases along the path. The
route from the node to the sonobuoy (return route) follows,
by construction, a path with monotonically decreasing hop
count. The return route must have the same number of hops
as the incoming route. If the return route were shorter, the
beacon on the shorter route would have labeled the node.
If it were longer, it would have been suppressed by the
shorter route, and thus, this cannot happen. By the route
trail construction, the return route cannot lead to a dead end.
Thus, it must end up either at the sonobuoy that labeled the
node, or at another sonobuoy at equal distance.
In mobile networks, existing protocols ensure loopfreedom using either on-demand (e.g., AODV) or periodic
(e.g., DSDV) network-wide flooding. A given sequence
number will be instantly available throughout the network,
and a strict ordering of feasible distance happens—the
speed of message propagation is an order of magnitude
faster than nodal mobility. However, this means that after
some time, the strict ordering may break, and to guarantee
the loop-free property in a mobile network, the network
must be constantly flooded, which is an expensive process
in underwater acoustic networks.
Instead of “periodic” instant flooding, VAPR embeds
route discovery into the beaconing process. Then the question is how the property of periodic instant flooding can
be emulated using the enhanced beaconing process. We
note that the flooding interval in traditional routing (e.g.,
DSDV) is mainly determined by the transmission range and
node mobility. If the transmission range is around 250m,
and the relative node speed is 10m/s, we may want to
set the interval smaller than the average time of traveling
the transmission range (i.e., 25s). For instance, in a highly
mobile scenario, DSDV is typically configured to run full
table updates every 15 seconds [46]. To illustrate how
the periodic beaconing should be configured in VAPR,
let us consider the following scenario. Assuming that the
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Fig. 6. Beacon propagation with nodal mobility of
0.3m/s and beacon interval of 104s

maximum distance is K (from the sonobuoys), to ensure
the property of “instant” flooding, a given sequence number
needs to be propagated within the link lifetime that are
mainly dependent on the transmission range and node
mobility [47]. The approximate relationship can be represented using the following inequality: K*Beacon Interval
(BI) ≤ α Transmission Range (TR) / Nodal Speed (NS)
where α is constant. Thus, we have K ∗ N S ≤ αT R/BI.
To summarize, the sequence number propagation speed
(=TR/BI) and the maximum depth K are the key factors in
determining the loop-free property in VAPR.
For instance, consider a scenario with a nodal speed of
0.3m/s. Assuming that we have K = 8, the sequence number should propagate at the speed of 8 × 0.3m/s (2.4m/s).
Assuming that the transmission range is 250m, the beacon
interval should be smaller than 250m/(8 × 0.3m/s) =
104s. In Fig. 6, we present a 2 × 2 grid topology in which
there are two sonobuoys (black dots) and five regular nodes
(white dots), and the side length of the grid is 250m. In this
example, we assume that one sonobuoy moves toward the
other sonobuoy at a speed of 0.3m/s, and that the rest of the
nodes are stationary. In the initial state shown in Fig. 6(a),
the up-to-date sequence number is 10, and both sonobuoys
have a synchronized sequence number. In Fig. 6(b), the gray
area becomes disconnected right after the departure; nodes
in that area suffer from transient disconnection. At the same
time, the sequence numbered 10 is propagated to the gray
area (9, 8, 7 to 10, 9, 8). In Fig. 6(c), the lead node no longer
receives a new sequence number because it goes out of
reach from the left sonobuoy. This node keeps the sequence
number 10 until it receives a newer sequence number. In
the meantime, the nodes outside the gray area continue to
propagate the sequence numbers in each beacon interval.
In Fig. 6(d), nodes in the gray area all have the sequence
number 10, and they are waiting for the sequence number
11. After four beacon intervals (i.e., at the time mark of
728s in Fig. 6(h)), the transient disconnection is resolved,
and all nodes have a strict ordering to the sonobuoy on the
right.
In VAPR, to reduce the overhead, we aggressively use a
larger beacon interval (i.e., by using a smaller value than
K, the maximum distance). In the above example (Fig. 6),
when we set the K value smaller than 8, it takes a longer

time to become loop-free than the case in which K is set to
the maximum distance. For instance, if we set K = 4, the
beacon interval is 204s (twice the original value). Since it
takes 7 beacon intervals to receive a new sequence number,
the transient instability lasts for 1456 seconds.
Fortunately, in practice the effect of route instability can
be minimized due to the unique characteristic of underwater
sensor networks and VAPR’s routing strategies, namely (1)
restricted/clustered mobility patterns of underwater sensors
(moving along with water current), (2) the multi-path nature
of opportunistic routing, and (3) beacons sent from multiple
sonobuoys. Underwater sensor nodes maintain a fixed depth
and move along with the water current. Their mobility patterns are naturally clustered and lead to restricted movement
within the cluster. Since sensor nodes are ordered based on
their depths, it is likely the case that the distance ordering
(hop count) follows the depth order—clustered mobility
patterns make deviation of ordering small. In VAPR, any
node can maintain distance ordering as long as at least
one of the next-hop neighboring nodes receives a newer
sequence number (due to opportunistic forwarding). Moreover, it is likely the case that a node will receive beacons
from multiple sonobuoys, making more paths towards the
surface. In Section 5.2, we further investigate the effect of
different beacon intervals on Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR)
and energy consumption.

5

S IMULATIONS

5.1 Simulation setup
For acoustic communications, the channel model described
in [48] and [49] is implemented in the physical layer of
QualNet. The path loss over a distance d for a signal
of frequency f , due to large scale fading is given as
A(d, f ) = dk a(f )d where k is the spreading factor and
a(f ) is the absorption coefficient. The geometry of propagation is described using the spreading factor (1 ≤ k ≤ 2);
for a practical scenario, k is given as 1.5. The absorption
coefficient, a(f ), is described by Thorp’s formula [49].
As in [48], [50], we use Rayleigh fading to model small
scale fading. Unless otherwise mentioned, the transmission
power is set to 105 dB re µ Pa. We use a transmission
range of 250m; the data rate is set at 50Kbps, as in
[51]. Our simulations use the CSMA MAC protocol. In
CSMA, when the channel is busy, a node waits a back-off
period and attempts to sense the carrier again. Every packet
transmission is performed through MAC layer broadcasting.
For reliability, we implement ARQ at the routing layer
as follows for both HydroCast and our proposed routing
algorithms. After packet reception, the receiver sends back
a short ACK packet. If the sender fails to hear an ACK
packet, a data packet is retransmitted; the packet will be
dropped after five retransmissions.
We randomly deploy varying numbers of nodes ranging
50 to 550 in a 3D region of size 1500m × 1500m × 1500m.
To test routing protocols in a more realistic SEA Swarm
scenario, we adopt an extended 3D version of the Meandering Current Mobility (MCM) Model [52] to model the
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motility of each sensor node. Unlike most existing sensor
node mobility patterns from literature, which assume that
each node moves independently of all others, wherein its
path vector is determined from an independent realization
of a stochastic process, the MCM model considers fluid
dynamics whereby the same velocity field advects all nodes.
Here, the MCM model considers the effect of meandering
sub-surface currents (or jet streams) and vortices on the
deployed nodes to pattern its path vector.
Meanwhile, additional nodes are deployed in a grid
topology on the upper surface of the region (from 1 to 64)
to simulate the presence of sonobuoys. Each node measures
the distance to its neighbors every 50 seconds (with random jitters to prevent synchronization) and broadcasts the
measured information to its one hop neighbors. Every 50
seconds, each node reports the sensed data and distance
measurements to the surface. The size of a packet is a
function of the number of neighbors, and the average packet
size in our simulations is less than 200B. We measure
packet delivery ratio, average latency per packet, and energy
consumption per packet as functions of the number of
deployed mobile sensor nodes. The packet delivery ratio of
a source is the fraction of the packets delivered; the average
latency is the averaged time for every packet to reach any of
the sonobuoys on the surface; and the energy consumption
is measured in mWhr in terms of energy spent per node and
per message by each node during the simulation to deliver a
packet to the sink. In our simulation, each run lasts 1 hour.
Unless otherwise specified, we report an average value of
50 runs with a 95% confidence interval.
We have evaluated our proposed routing algorithm
against two recent routing protocols: DBR [19] and HydroCast [16]. Recall that DBR greedily forwards packets
toward the sea surface using a linear back-off timer proportional to the distance to the destination. This ensures
that the nodes closest to the broadcasting node will wait
for the nodes closer to the destination that have received
the packet to broadcast first. Overhearing the broadcast
of the packet by a node closer to the destination serves
as an acknowledgement that the packet was forwarded
toward the sea surface, and suppresses node transmissions
of packets by nodes that are closer to the source, providing
an opportunistic forwarding flavor. However, due to lack
of an optimized forwarding set selection mechanism, DBR
suffers from many redundant transmissions and packet

collisions. HydroCast uses a similar linear back-off timer
but it calculates an optimal forwarding set based on expected packet advancement [53] and directs the packet to
be routed in a general direction relying on opportunistic
packet receptions. If the packet is routed to a trap area,
a hop limited ring search is used to build a discovery
path along the 2D surface of the convex hull around the
void. We evaluate HydroCast with this recovery process. To
further evaluate the performance of opportunistic direction
forwarding, we additionally compare VAPR with HopBased Routing (HBR) that only uses hop-based reachability
information to make forwarding decisions: i.e., forwarding
a packet to any randomly selected neighboring node whose
hop count is smaller than that of the current node. Basically,
HBR considers neither physical distance nor opportunistic
forwarding; any nodes with the same hop counts are treated
equally.
5.2 Simulation results
We first analyze the network connectivity and its impact
on the performance of greedy forwarding under different
node and sonobuoy densities. To this end, we perform
network-wide flooding from the sonobuoys and measure the
fraction of underwater nodes that can reach the surface. We
also measure the number with greedy upward forwarding
(GUF) by varying the number of sonobuoys. In the case
of network-wide flooding, we do not vary the number of
sonobuoys as it is not sensitive to the sonobuoy density. We
present the overall results in Fig. 7. The result of flooding
shows that when density is low, the fraction of isolated
nodes (those that requires performing of route recovery) is
significant. The network becomes fully connected when the
number of nodes is larger than 400. The results of GUF under varying of sonobuoy density show that the performance
of greedy upward forwarding is largely dependent on the
sonobuoy density. As the number of sonobuoys increases,
the reachability also increases (with diminishing returns).
Interestingly, we found that infinite sonobuoys cannot attain
the same reachability as is found in flooding due to voids.
In fact, the gap between GUF with infinite sonobuoys and
flooding represents the fraction of nodes in the trap areas;
i.e., these nodes require a route recovery mechanism to reroute packets to sonobuoys. This number is as large as
30% of the total number of nodes, especially when the
density is low. As the number of sonobuoys decreases, we
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observe that the gap further increases. Although the network
is fully connected, we see that if there is a single sonobuoy,
almost 40% of the nodes suffer from voids; further, the
number of trapped areas decreases as the density increases.
The results clearly show the importance of providing a
preventive measure for handling voids.
Considering a communication range of 250m and a 3D
ocean cube size of (1500m)3 , optimal deployments require
91.67 nodes to cover the whole 3D ocean cube. Based on
this reachability simulation result, we can claim that a 550
node scenario (i.e., roughly 6 nodes per (250m)3 volume)
with 64 sonobuoys can provide a reachability ratio of 1 to
any of the sonobuoys; moreover, 600 deployed nodes with
1 sonobuoy cannot provide a reachability ratio of 1. To
further observe how the number of sonobuoys can affect
the protocols’ behavior, we deployed a varying number of
sonobuoys and provide simulation results for two extreme
cases, namely 1 sonobuoy and 64 sonobuoys, under which
we can clearly compare each protocol’s behavior.
Fig. 8 examines the packet delivery ratio (PDR) of
VAPR, HBR, HydroCast, and DBR with 1 sonobuoy on
the surface. The packet delivery ratio of VAPR and HBR
outperform those of the rest of the greedy forwarding protocols, namely HydroCast and DBR. This is because these
two protocols provide a preventive measure by avoiding
trap areas while maintaining only a soft-state in each node.
The performance of VAPR is far better than that of HBR
due to VAPR’s localized opportunistic forwarding. Here,
while the number of nodes increases, the PDR does not
increase proportionally due to the increased number of
retransmissions. More interestingly, the PDR of HydroCast does not increase as the number of deployed nodes

increases. HydroCast’s recovery process necessitates more
frequent ring searches, thereby potentially creating more
congestion in the acoustic channel, making it more difficult
for HydroCast to deliver packets. This has the effect of
diminishing the delivery ratio.
Fig. 9 shows the average energy consumption per message. Energy consumption per message decreases as the
number of deployed nodes increases. A higher number of
deployed nodes consequently can yield more chances for
greedy upward forwarding to succeed without requiring
a route recovery process to reach any of the sonobuoys,
resulting in less energy consumption per message. DBR’s
failure of suppressing the redundant packet transmissions
causes excessive packet collisions and consumes much
more energy than is used in HydroCast, HBR, and VAPR.
HydroCast’s recovery process near the surface has the
effect of diminishing the delivery ratio while increasing
the energy costs of HydroCast, in particular with lower
node densities, creating more of a distinction from both
VAPR and HBR. We note, however, that VAPR and HBR
save more energy per packet than does HydroCast, as they
do not require packet flooding for route recovery, thereby
cutting down on the likelihood of packet collisions caused
by channel congestion and improving the overall energy
consumption.
Fig. 10 shows the average latency for all delivered packets. Here, DBR shows the worst performance due to failure
of redundant packet suppressions, which causes congestion
in the acoustic channel. Both VAPR and HBR outperform
HydroCast with route recovery. The improvements are attributed to the clues provided during the beaconing process.
Unlike HydroCast, packets generated from trapped nodes
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no longer require packet re-routing; instead they are routed
directly to sonobuoys, without having to be first forwarded
to local maxima nodes and then put through a recovery
process. Note again that the difference between VAPR and
HBR is caused by forwarding set selection granularity.
In low density scenarios, opportunistic forwarding can
improve the packet delivery ratio; similarly, in high density
scenarios with 1 sonobuoy, opportunistic forwarding reduces the number of packet transmissions, thereby lowering
the co-channel interference (and effectively handling the
funneling effect).
Fig. 11 examines the packet delivery ratio of VAPR,
HBR, HydroCast, and DBR with 64 sonobuoys on the
surface. It is possible to see a general trend of positive
correlation with node density in VAPR, HBR, and HydroCast but this is not the case with DBR due to the
failure of the redundant packet suppressions (which causes
congestion in the acoustic channel leading to excessive
packet collisions). The packet delivery ratio of HydroCast is
similar to that of VAPR; this is because greedy forwarding
with a sufficient number of sonobuoys and deployed nodes
does not require any route recovery process. HBR cannot
effectively handle channel fading, showing a lower PDR
than those of Hydrocast and VAPR because HBR does not
consider physical distance but hop counts, which means
that nodes with the same hop count are treated equally
although they have different advancements in terms of
physical distances. Finally, this causes a smaller number
of nodes to be considered as forwarding nodes. Recall that
deployed nodes are moving on the basis of the MCM model
(main jet stream speed of 0.3m/s). Unlike HydroCast, which
uses explicit message exchanges to maintain a recovery
path, VAPR is a soft-state routing protocol that is more
resilient to node mobility and failure.
Fig. 12 shows the energy consumption per message with
64 sonobuoys. The overall trend of the four protocols is
quite consistent with that in the previous results, shown
in Fig. 9. DBR’s failure of redundant packet suppression causes excessive packet collisions. As a result, DBR
consumes much more energy than do other protocols.
Due to its higher concentration of deployed sonobuoys on
the surface, HydroCast does not require a route recovery
process. Its performance consequently becomes similar to
that of VAPR. We note, however, that HBR’s performance

does not increase like that of VAPR or HydroCast as the
number of deployed nodes increase due to its absence of
opportunistic forwarding.
To show the fraction of trapped nodes with respect to the
number of sonobuoys, we vary the number of sonobuoys
in a range from 1 to 64. As depicted in Fig. 13, the size
of the trapped areas depends on the number of sonobuoys
on the surface. The lower the number of sonobuoys, the
larger the number of trapped nodes. The worst case would
be one in which there is only a single sonobuoy. Also note
that 3 percent of the nodes are trapped in the 32 and 64
sonobuoys scenarios with 550 deployed nodes, implying
that 97 percent of the deployed nodes do not require route
recovery to reach any of the sonobuoys (i.e., they are greedy
upward forwarding nodes).
Evaluating the beacon interval for the VAPR based on
MCM node mobility model is important to show the beacon
interval’s sensitivity to the speed of node mobility—shorter
beacon intervals cause unnecessary overhead while longer
beacon intervals cause stale routing information amongst
deployed nodes. In Fig. 14 and 15, we show the packet
delivery ratio and the average energy consumption per
message for VAPR with different beacon intervals of 50s,
100s, 150s, and 200s with MCM node mobility (0.3m/s).
All intervals show positive correlation with node density.
However, it can be seen that the beacon interval of 150s
shows the best results. As depicted in Fig. 14, a beacon
interval of 50s shows the best packet delivery ratio in low
densities but saturates earlier than other intervals due to its
frequent beacon message generation. However, the beacon
interval of 150s shows stable and desirable performance
regarding packet delivery ratio. As depicted in 15, energy
consumption of the 150s beacon interval shows the best
energy savings. It is noteworthy that the 200s beacon
interval shows degraded energy performance compared to
that of the 150s beacon interval in both low and high
node densities. As beacon intervals become longer, the
routing clues become stale. As a result, beacons provide less
accurate routing information, which increases the energy
consumption per message necessary to route a message to
the sonobuoys.

6

D ISCUSSION

As illustrated earlier, one of the key design issues of opportunistic routing is the selection of a subset of neighbors
that can make the best progress toward the destination
without the hidden terminal problem. The major drawback
of existing opportunistic routing such as ExOR [14] and
LCOR [15] is that it requires global topology and link
quality information (like link state routing) to find a set
of forwarding groups toward the destination. Due to the
protocol overhead, this approach is less suitable for mobile
underwater sensor networks. An alternative to this approach
is to augment existing routing protocols such as geographic
routing and hop-based routing with localized opportunistic
forwarding; i.e., a set of neighboring nodes that have
shorter distance or hop-count than the current node can

Energy Per Node Per Msg (mWhr)

Avg. Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR)
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Fig. 14. Effect of different beacon intervals on PDR
(under MCM mobility)

Fig. 15. Effect of different beacon intervals on energy
consumption (under MCM mobility)

jointly forward a packet to make better progress toward
the destination. In general, geographic routing can better
exploit localized opportunistic forwarding because the expected number of candidate nodes in geographic routing
would be much greater than that in hop-based routing. In
geographic routing, any node whose distance toward the
destination is smaller than that of the current node (or
any nodes in the advance zone) is considered, whereas
in hop-based routing, any node whose hop-count toward
the destination is smaller than that of the current node is
only considered.3 When comparing these approaches, we
observe that a significant fraction of the candidate nodes
in geographic routing may have the same hop count in
hop-based routing. For example, assuming that the current
forwarding node has five neighboring nodes in the advance
zone of geographic routing, it is possible that only one
node has lower hop count in hop-based routing (i.e., 5 vs.
1). This argument justifies our design choice of applying
localized opportunistic forwarding to pressure routing, a
specialized geographic routing scenario. In this article, we
leave the performance comparison of these approaches as
part of future work.
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